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支付子系统等功能模块。系统采用了 Struts + Command + Hibernate 的技术，即
Struts负责 web 层的处理，Command 封装业务逻辑，Hibernate是和数据库进行





















Currently in the Local Taxation Bureau the taxes has been paid by using the
Treasury Information Processing System, which insures the security and timeliness
of the tax paid into the Treasury. However, the Social insurance and other fees
flowing into the treasury have been using the way to paid in special fiscal accounts
without being turned over to the State Treasury. When the Taxpayers to declare tax,
they can’t declare to pay in the meantime, which is called tax separation. This
non-unified management causes the tax to be paid into Treasury untimely and
unsafely. Thus the payers and tax collection authorities are keen to use the Treasury
Information Processing System for declaration and payment of the charges and fees
in order to realize the unified management of tax and fee’s collection, which makes
the local tax department to provide faster, more efficient and more secure services,
and taxpayers (payers) can declare and pay uniformly and save the cost as well.
Through the analysis and design of the Land tax and fees collection
management connecting with the Treasury Information Processing System,
Combining with the unified requirements of the People’s Bank of China, Ministry
of Finance, and State Administration of Taxation, this paper aims at establishing
Kunming land tax information exchange platform, gradually achieving fees
Treasury Information Processing System by using informatization methods and
establishing and standardizing the business process of the management and
collection of various fees. In order to realize the electronic network business
integration processing of the payment into the treasury, withdrawing and Transfer
Free Library of various fees.
Through careful analysis and demonstration of the requirement of some Local
Tax Bureau related fees business, especially for the trading interface analysis, this
dissertation puts forward the system general structure based on J2EE platform,
design and development of the Social Security tax collection subsystem, labor union
funds collection subsystem, the finance taxation treasury bank Pre - machine















subsystem and the State Treasury payment subsystem and some function modules.
On the concrete implementation, I use “Struts + Command + Hibernate” technology,
which means the Struts is responsible for processing of the web layer,
Command means encapsulating business logic ,and Hibernate is interact with the
database for the “OR Mapping” layer. Among it, page multilevel linkage and part of
the cache uses AJAX technology encapsulated in the framework.
The analysis and design of the Treasury Information Processing System can
realize the data transmission electronization in fees collecting business. Fees
collected by the Treasury Information Processing System can allocate and save
resources and realize the information sharing of electronic payment and the fees
information, thus the declaration of the fees can pay into the account timely, to
increase the service efficiency of funds, to guarantee the safety and timeliness of
social insurance funds and other fees, to improve the utilization efficiency of the
taxation and funds in order to provide better social services for the general payers.
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